This paper presents a watermarking scheme for image or video objects. The watcamarking of video objects implies different constraints from raw watermarking methods. The mark has to be detected after object manipulations such as rotations, translations arid VOL modifications. To achieve these requirements, the embedding scheme exploits the shape of the object: a random sequence is transformed to fit the scale and the orientation of the object. The detection of the mark is performed applying an inverse transform and calculating a correlation between the random sequence and the warped object. Our results illustrate the fact that the presented method is robust to object manipulation.
INTRODUCTION
With the emergence of new multimedia standards such as Mpeg-4 and Jpeg-2000, h e notion of video-object or imageobject is more and mor's widespread [ 11. Consequently, a need to protect the different objects of an image or a video appeared. The watermarking technologies enable the embedding of an unnoticeLrble and indelible mark inside multimedia contents such a; images, video or audio [2]. It appears that the new multimedia standards are strongly bounded with watermarking methods. For example, the Mpeg-4 group designed an PMP (Intellectual Property Management & Protection) layer presenting a watermarking structure to permit monitoring, copy control and fingerprinting Mpeg-4 contents [ 31. This paper is devoted to present a new video-object watermarking scheme that can be employed to protect standard allowing interaction with visual content and object manipulation.
Video Object Watermarking Context
Object watermarking is quite different from bit-stream or compressed watermarking of image or video. In the field of object watermarking, the embedded mark has to be detected after object manipulations such as: [4] . The embedding of the mark is performed modifying selected pair of DCT quantized coefficients in each VOP. The selection of the marked macroblocks is performed using a pseudo-random sequence and consequently the detection of the mark is dependant of the Mpeg-4 format. Piva et a1 developed an additive embedding scheme in the wavelet domain for Mpeg-4 video streams [5] . The detection of the mark requires the decompression of the video and is invariant to format conversion. The scheme is robust to object translation and VOL modification. It is important to point out that these different schemes are not robust to object manipulations such as scaling operations or rotations because in these cases the synchronization of the mark cannot be achieved. The proposed scheme has been developed to enable signature detection after object manipulations. We focus our works on providing an automatic watermarking scheme able to orientate and scale the signature according to the object shape. Contrary to still image watermarking schemes robust to geometric transformations by embedding an artificial information to retrieve the transform [6] [ 7 ] , our approach is to bound the signature with the object content. Such a scheme belongs to second generation watermarking schemes [8] [ 91 where the video content is used to enable the synchronization of the mark.
Signature orientation
To detect the signature and decode the embedded message after VO rotations, we have decided to orientate the signa-ture according the principal direction of the object shape. We decided to employ Principal Component Analysis t? r e a c t such objective and obtain_the pri$cipal directions U and V of the VOP[ 101 (vectors U and V denotes directions providing maximal variance of the data). In this context, the set of data is represented by a set of 2-D random variables mi(zi, vi) that belong to the object mask M . fi and represent consequently the eigenvectors of the 2 x 2 covariance matrix C ( 0 ) .
The main direction of the VOP, deno_ted N C P A , represents the angle between the eigenvector-U and the horizontal direction of the object plan, denoted i: Table 1 . Orientation evaluations in degree of VO "Bream" using PCA.
Signature scaling
To enable the detection of the mark after a VOP scaling operation, we extract a specific value of the VOP scale from the PCA analysis.
Supposing that the VOP, denoted 0, has been scaled by a factor s, the value r(0) represents a real proportional to the VOP scale. Given:
We obtain: r(so) Table 2 illustrates the capacity of the proposed method to estimate the specific scale of the VOP. Our tests were applied on the "Akiyo" VO for scale factors varying from 1 to 0.2. In all configurations, the estimation error is under lo-' and consequently this scale estimator is reliable.
EMBEDDING SCHEME
Our embedding scheme can be considered as an additive scheme with the particularity that the signature is inserted Table 2 . Scaling evaluation of "Akiyo" VO using PCA.
in an appropriate referential depending on the object shape. This scheme can be decomposed in six different step illustrated on Figure 1 : As presented in the previous section, a principal component analysis is performed on the VO binary mask 0. Values of (YCPA and I' are extracted.
A random sequence (denoted S ) , composed of a set of { +1, -1) spread on 2 x 2 blocs, is generated from a secret key K .
S is thereafter scaled and rotated using a c p~ and I?
to obtain a sequence S'. Each coordinate (z', y') are given by:
where (zc; yc) are the coordinateof the centre of gravity of the VOP shape. We after proceed to an interpolation process using a spine-cubic convolution kernel to preserve the high frequencies of S.
S' is thereafter weighted by a visual mask depending of VOP luminance to obtain the'sequence SL. We exploit the fact that the human1 eye is less sensitive to contrast in dark or bright areas than to middle luminance areas.
S L is finaly added to the object texture to create the marked object.
DETECTION SCHEME
As in classical additive schemes, the detection of the mark is performed using a correlation criterion. The detection process can be divided in five steps illustrated on figure 2.
1. As in the embedding scheme, one sequence S is generated using a secret key K .
2. We transform the object texture to obtain an object 0, in such a way that 0, orientation is null and 0, A Wiener prediction is applied on 0, to minimize the texture contribistion of the original object before the correlation computation [ 111.
The correlation value corr between W and the random sequence W is evaluated::
The COTT value is stoked in an accumulation variable COTTA initialised to 0. COTTA is thereafter compared with a threshold depending on a false-alarm probability X(p/,). In the case of COTTA > Ab,,,), the signature is consequently detected inside the VOP. We have performed a statistical analysis of COTTA to deterWe have tested the presen-ted method on the Bream sequence, composed of 300 frames in a CIF format ( 352 x 288) using a 4:2:0 sampling, Only the luminance components of the different frames are marked. The Bream sequence is cornposed of two video objects, a fish denoted VOll delimited mine a false-alarm threshold. In these tests the false-alarm probability was fixed to
RESULTS

Initial Random
The different correlation values are sum-up on Fig. 4 . Theses results illustrate the fact that our detection scheme is robust to bit-rate reduction for very low bit-rates. But the most important property of the presented method is his robustness to scaling of rotation operations for different bit-rates. Finally the mask sub-sampling operation by a factor equal to 8 seems to not affect the detection process in animportant way. hour futur works we will concentrate the tests on real new segmentation conditions.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The main idea of the presented paper is the use of Principal Component Analysis tools to perform signature detection after Video Object manipulations. VO boundary analysis permits to obtain orientation and scale information of the VO. We have used this information to create a additive scheme having low computational complexity that permits the detection of the mark after geometrical manipulations or shape modifications. Our future works will be devoted to develop embedding in the compressed domain and test real segmentation conditions.
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